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Thank you for submitting this interesting manuscript.

Title
-Please consider changing your title. The title asks a question, the answer to which is subjective. A systematic Review and Meta-Analysis should ask a very objective question based upon a PICO (Population, intervention, comparator, outcome) strategy. Please consider re framing your title to contain the elements of PICO, thereby forming an objective question. Of course, none of this precludes you using the discussion to comment upon the potential implications of your findings for practice.

Abstract
-Please briefly describe your search strategy and state how many studies were included

Methods
-Please state your search strategy in Boolean Format

Results
-Please avoid any discussion in this section eg p9 L55 - stick to objective results.
-consider combining Tables 1-4
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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